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I’m very happy that Langland-Hassan has (so far as I know) initiated philosophical discussion on 

these very interesting sisters, whom I learned about through this New York Times article: 

 

 http://tinyurl.com/3d64qm3 

 

Krista and Tatiana are craniopagus conjoined twins—joined at the head—and it is believed that 

they are joined at the level of the thalamus. The thalamus serves as (among other things) a kind 

of sensory relay station to the cerebral hemispheres. It therefore seems theoretically possible that 

sensory information incoming to e.g. Tatiana’s thalamus should ultimately be relayed not just to 

Tatiana’s but also to Krista’s hemispheres. Furthermore, thalamocortical loops of activity are 

implicated in ordinary consciousness, suggesting that the two girls could be consciously 

connected in a direct and intimate way. And indeed there is some tantalizing (though still very 

tentative) behavioral evidence that this is just the case. In the New York Times article that 

Langland-Hassan cites, for instance, Tatiana touches her sternum when Krista drinks quickly; 

Krista can name—apparently via tactile recognition—objects that Tatiana is holding in her hand. 

Not much testing has been done on the sisters (who are very young, and whose parents are 

committed to giving them a normal life), but what testing has been done is also suggestive; for 

instance, although the girls’ faces and eyes are turned in different directions, Krista’s occipital 

lobe was very active (as measured by EEG) when a strobe light is flashed in Tatiana’s eyes, even 

though Krista’s eyes were taped shut.  

 

Langland-Hassan argues that the cases show that the principle of immunity to error through 

misidentification is (quite possibly) not universally true, and, in any event, that even if it were 

true, it would be a mere biologically contingent truth, rooted in contingent facts about the kinds 

of bodies and nervous systems that we have. Essentially, he argues that it is at least a live 

hypothesis that:  

 

--there is some mental state, M, such that Krista introspects M  

--M is not Krista’s, but is Tatiana’s exclusively 

 

Call these two claims the introspection claim and the non-ownership claim, respectively. 

Langland-Hassan makes an interesting move to defend each claim.  

 

First, Langland-Hassan must appeal to a notion of “introspection” that does not presuppose that 

one can only introspect one’s own mental states. He employs a kind of Gricean strategy of 

identifying introspection by example—pointing to however it is that, e.g., I ordinarily come to 

know that I am thirsty, that I am sitting, that I am seeing a lamp, thinking about philosophy, and 

so on—and then supposing that there is some underlying mechanism of introspection 

(presumably to be revealed by cognitive psychologists and neuropsychologists) operating in such 

cases. If so, we can then, presumably, look for that mechanism in hard cases like that of Krista 

and Tatiana, to determine whether or not it is e.g. operating in Krista, yielding a belief with the 

http://tinyurl.com/3d64qm3


content [I see a doll], when it is in fact Tatiana who is looking at a doll. This manner of 

identifying introspection does not make it analytically true that introspection yields knowledge 

only of one’s own mental states.  

 

Langland-Hassan then defends the non-ownership view by defending the possibility of he calls 

the “one token” (OT) scenario, which is just that when Tatiana looks at a doll, there is just a 

single visual experience of the doll, albeit one of which not just Tatiana but also Krista has 

introspective knowledge. (Langland-Hassan supposes a higher-order thought model of 

introspection; Krista has her own higher-order thought about the visual experience, but the 

experience itself is Tatiana’s alone.)  

 

Langland-Hassan does not claim that the OT scenario is in fact clearly what is going on in the 

case of the twin sisters; nothing about this case is clear, at this point. His claim is only that the 

OT scenario is a conceivable (and indeed biological) possibility. The main burden of his 

argument is a negative one: it is to show that the truth of the introspection claim would not 

guarantee the impossibility of the OT scenario. Against those who would argue that the truth of 

the introspection claim would somehow entail the truth of the “two token” (TT) scenario, 

Langland-Hassan claims that it could be the case that the second-order, introspective state could 

belong to Krista even though its first order object was just Tatiana’s, because the first-order state 

was not one of Krista’s core psychological features.  

 

Although I am not at all unsympathetic to Langland-Hassan’s general position, or to the general 

form of his argument, I do question some of the specifics of his argument for non-ownership.  

 

First of all, I think the argument leans too much on OT. Of course if TT were true we might deny 

non-ownership, but it’s not clear to me that the truth of OT supports non-ownership. Ordinarily, 

there is a very strong relationship between individuating mental tokens and identifying the 

subjects whose mental tokens they are (more on this in a moment): essentially, in ordinary 

thought, the former is parasitic on the latter. But this is, needless to say, a really unusual case we 

are considering. In this case one might argue (I don’t know that I would myself) that there are 

two psychological subjects who share some token mental states—after all, they share 

introspective access to them! 

 

Second of all, Langland-Hassan seems at times to draw a distinction between a mental state’s 

being Krista’s—in the ordinary sense in which we speak of mental states belonging to subjects—

and a mental state’s being part of Krista’s mind. (I may be misreading.) I can’t figure out 

whether this distinction is actually important to the argument or not, but I think it’s problematic. 

The first line of the paper reads: “It not the normal thing to see a canary and wonder who is 

seeing it, or to feel a pang of hunger and wonder whose it is.” There are, I take it, psychiatric 

conditions (schizophrenia) in which this does occur, but so far as I know these are conditions in 

which cognitive capacities are severely compromised (and phenomenology itself may be 

severely distorted). After all, if we fill in the hidden actors, the sentence reads, “It is not the 

normal thing for a subject to see a canary and wonder who is seeing it, or for a subject to feel a 

pang of hunger and wonder whose it is.” But then it is not the normal thing to wonder this 

because the answer is given by the question.  

 



Actually this opening sentence made me a bit confused about the scenario we are later asked to 

imagine. Suppose Tatiana looks at a bird, while Krista’s eyes are closed. Does Langland-Hassan 

mean to ask us to imagine that Krista enjoys a visual experience as of a bird, but that the 

experience is Tatiana’s alone? (Note that since “see” is a success verb, it might still be the case 

that only Tatiana technically sees the bird—while Krista just has a visual experience as of the 

same bird—but it depends on the kind of causal relation perceiving is; I’m thinking of Grice’s 

“Causal theory of perception” here.) Or does Krista not enjoy any visual experience whatsoever, 

but merely form a higher-order thought about the visual experience?  

 

Finally, I don’t understand Langland-Hassan’s appeal to core psychological features. He seems 

to want to say (again, I may be misreading) that it is only if M were one of Krista’s core 

psychological features that we would have reason to insist that M were Krista’s. But, he says, it 

is possible that Krista can introspectively access Tatiana’s perceptual states exclusively, and, 

“Crucially, perceptual states are not themselves core psychological features. Fast, radical, and 

permanent changes in the contents of perceptual states do not suggest changes in personal 

identity… whereas there is some reason to think that a certain belief might form a part of S’s 

mind just because it is closely causally and inferentially integrated with other beliefs”. But surely 

most of our mental states are not essential to our identity as persons in this way. Mightn’t M be 

no less integrated with the rest of Krista’s psychology than her other perceptual states?
1
  

 

What makes certain mental states mine is that I stand in the right kinds of causal relations to 

them, and that they stand in the right kinds of relations to each other. From that perspective, the 

question is whether Krista could stand in whatever causal relation introspection is, to M, without 

standing in the kind of causal relation to M that characterizes ownership. This may be possible, 

in part because the relation of “ownership” is likely to be complex. Actually I think it is likely 

that there are a whole host of actually pretty heterogeneous relations that we view as constituting 

“ownership,” and while these relations may usually stand or fall together, they almost certainly 

don’t in extraordinary cases such as this one.
2
  

 

Because I suspect that there are a number of dissociable relations that we think subjects stand in 

to their mental states, I am sympathetic to the thrust of Langland-Hassan’s argument, despite the 

qualms I raised above.  

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 As a side note, I don’t think the distinction between propositional attitudes and sensory-perceptual experiences is 

essential here. A lot of my beliefs—e.g., that poppy seeds are better in muffins than on bagels—are not essential to 

my identity, and probably not even highly inferentially integrated with the rest of my beliefs. Some of my sensory-

perceptual experiences could in contrast be profoundly important to me; it might be a part of my identity that I am 

viscerally upset by certain kinds of news stories, for instance, or that I enjoy synesthesia. 
2
 A complicating factor is that I imagine some of the relations are actually moral relations. Suppose that when you 

tickle Tatiana’s tummy, Krista thinks, “That tickles!”—leaving open, for now, whether the actual somatic sensation 

is Tatiana’s exclusively. Suppose also that Tatiana likes being tickled, at least briefly, while Krista hates it; she 

thinks it’s uncomfortable and it makes her feel nervous and out of control. It seems to me that in this case there 

would be something problematic about ignoring Krista’s cries to stop and continuing to tickle Tatiana, since it’s 

Tatiana’s body. 


